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Educational Policy for Linguistic and Cultural Minorities:

The 'state and the Individual

Harold J. Noah
Teachers College; Cofumbia University

Abstract

The OECD study of the education of linguistic and
curtural minorities deals with 14 groups, as examples of a
phenomenon that is universal in aIl..of the OECD countries, and
indeed beyond. The present paper treats some of the
problematics of educational policy,for language minorities,
and especially the "right" to educatiOn in the minority
language.

The strongly assimilationisti-official policies o
past are contrastedV4ith the marked changes that haile
emerged! A right.to instruction in the home language
acknowledged in most OECD countries. However, rights
considered also carry with them obligations, in"this
obligations on the part of minority language speakers
the language of the majOrity.,

f the
now
is now
properly
case .

toward

However, it is not possible to set fixed, absolute kimits
to minority and majority claims and counter-claims_in ths. area

of language instruction. 4TVo sets of considerations are
described.

./

The,first relates to the costs and benefits of different
policies, as evaluated by the different language groups.
These evaluations profoundly affect the extent to which
formally enunciated rights and obligations are honored in

practise. The aim of policy should be to minimize the
perceived costs of a pluralistic approach and to maximize the
perceived benefits to all concerned.

The second set of considerations relies on the conceptof
"mediating structures", as advanced by Berger,and Neuhaus In

To Empower People (1977). 'This concept is shown to be
especially relevant for policj.es governing the educaticn of .

language minorities. The controlling aim should be to enable

the minority family and its children to negotiate successfully
what Berger and Neuhaus term the "megastructures" of society

(in this case the school), assisted in this task by a strong

and rich arraY of neighborhoods, churches, voluntary,
associations, and the like--the "mediating structures".

At



. .,'E Pluribus phum' is not a zero-sun game.

ghat is, the unum is not to be adhieved at'the
expense of the plures. TO put it positively, the

national purpose indicated by the unum is

precisely to sustain the plures.

Peter ID Berger and Richard John Neuuaus,
TO Empower People (1977)

IntroductiOn*

Any considerationof minority-imajority language

relationships in the OECD countries today requires broad

histotical'and linguistic understanding, detailed legal

knowledge, familiarity with the educatiOnal scene-Aooth

administrative and curricular, and skills which are best

described as those of the soqial and cultural anthkopologist.

As I have read in the literature of language policy,

language paanning, and the sooiology of language, while try41.1g

.to reflect usefully on the findings of the OECD study, I have

developed a great respect for the awesome knowledge-and

.
sophistication of scholars and practitioners writing in these

fields. I am clearly not so ridhly equipped, ag I admit at

once to a profound lack of scholarly credentials in the field

of language and cultural policy. I came to the sdbject very

much as Winston Churchill is said once to have described the

Britidh Labour Party leader, Clement Attlee, as "a modest

little moinwithinudh,tip be modest about".

4,
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I shall confine my remarks to the narrower area of

linguistic policies, and I shall therebareboa.neglecting the

broader area of cultUral policies; and I want to rdfer

primarily to those countries that have bad to make and

imAement policies for relatively powerless minorities.

Bence, I will largely.exclude fram this discussion such groups

s

as the Welsh in Britain, the francophones in Quebec and the

Maritime Provinces, and the Danidh-speaking Getman minority.

Much has been written and said concerning language policies by

and for these groups: there is very little indeed that I can

CT would widh to add.

Context

The OECD study of.the education of linguistic and

cultural minorities examined a,broad array of minority

langua6e groups, tir my count 14 groups in all. (l) Yet, soi

'extensiveiis the.penomenon of minority language groups that

the studY in no way claims to be exhaustize. Fbr example,,

while France was represented by "immigrant and foreign

workers" (surely a sizeable category), nct included were any

of the seven ethnic dialects spOken in France in distinctive.

regions of the country: Flemish (about a quarter of

million) in.Westhoek; Breton (same tmomillion speakers) in .

Brit a dialect of German(used by'a fuither two million

inhabitants of Alsace and Lorraine);' a dialect of Italian,

spoken by nearly 3000,000 Corsicans; Catalan (a few thousand

speakers4on the border with Spain); more than a //1

5
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quarter-of-a-millicn Basque speakers in the southwest of

FranCe; and finally Lanque d'oc in Provence. (2) A formidable

list of minority languages indeed that Should dispel any

notion that in France they speak only Frendhl

Similarly, the'study treats the position of the Welsh in

Britain (about 20 percent of the population of the

*
Principality speaks Welsh) and the many new immigrant groupie'',

but does nat ditcuss.the cases of the Frendh dialect speakers

of the Channel Islands, the Gaelic dialect speakers of the

Isle of Man, Scots Gaelic in the Highlands (about 100,000

persons), and Cornidh qfiidh is nod being resurrected. (3) They

don't speak only Englidh in Britain, eitherl

One could go on and on. One last example must suffice.

The study deals with educational policies for guestworkers in.

Germany, but even for Germans there are linguistic-factors in

education. .Alongside standard German there exists a large

numb9r of regional variations, especially in southern Germany,

that coexist with the standard form and are widely used for

unofficial cammunication. Nevertheless, the schoo in

Germany teadh in the standard language fram the beg' ,

although the dhildren frequently use regional dialect amopg

themselves and in their families. (Cbmpare this with the

situation in Switzerlandwhere the local form of German is

Used as the initial language of instruct4on in the schools,

with the transition to standard German made quite late and

quite gradually.). (4)

6
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Rights and Obligations

1

Consideration of minorities and their languages in the

opow oduntries raises important questions of political

obligation, thtt is; questiona of the rights hnd the duties of

both ihe'individual and the State.

States.have tended to be rather restrictive; in law and

inpractice, concerning the languages recognized for official

business. In addition, employers and their workers impose

vonsidqrable constraint 61, minOrities (and on immigrants,

especia4y), who might wish to continue to use their qtri

language: All of the OECD countries, without exception I

believe, can provide examples of historical periods when

educational policy toward the languages of minorities was

distinctly hostilte. From the time of annexation in 1898 until

19521 the United States Borbade the use of Spanish in pUblicly

supported Puerto Rican schools, (5) and Native American

dhildren.were-not allcmed °to use their own languages in

schools proVided by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. (6) The use

of French in Ontario schools was proscribed for a time; (7)

similarly, the use bf Welsh was heavily discouraged by the

Britidh government. 010. Even today there are examples of a
r

certain linguistic intolerance to`be found in otherwise

.exceptionally tolerant env ts. The Danidh government is

currently resolute in its poli of Aorbiading initruction in

irigrants' home languages during' regular programs of the

Denidh schools, with the aii of immersing immigrant children

7
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in a Daniel language envirbonment from first grade on.

Immigrant children alle pekmitted instruction in their own

language onlxofter regular sdh6o1 hours or at the weekend.

(9)

In Greece, the considerable Albanian; Macedonian, and

Romanian minorities are not educated in their own languages,

although TUrkish dhildren in Thrace are granted thai privilege.

(presumably as reciprocity for the willingness of TUrkey

permitGreek children in TUrkey to have instruction in their

own language). (10)

In France before 1951 (the lois.Deixonne), the rule was

"French languae only" in state-supportpd schools. Since

.
.then, progressively greater rights to choice, education in 'the

minority.language have been granted to parents, although it is

probably still true-to say that Frendh language policy remains

largely dedicated to the goal of assimilation. (11)

A1thoiagh the general trend across the OECD countries has
A

A

palen to accord greatef and greater educational'rights to -

indigenous minorities, and even to establish ways to support

the education of children of immigrants and guestworkers in/

their own languages, assimilationalist forces are everyWhere

strong. EVen long-established indigenous minorities feel

constant pressure to becone at least bilingual, if drop

entirely "ptblic" use of their awn tongue. While theie are

many examples of lengthy resistance to ,assimilatiocianzl

hcmgenization, both Jong-incligenous and recent-imnigrant

8
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cultures typically have had a tough time inmodern societies

the assault of the dominant language. We must be

cautious in predicting the final impact on minority lan-gguaelOm
' 4 '

of the headlong development of the mass media, particularly

the electronicmadia. In the end they may well prove to have

been important in helping minorities to preserve their,

danguages in otherwise indifferent, if not outright hostile

cultures. But for the present'I would judge that the mass

media have been pert of the problem of the survival of

minority languages and culture, rather than part of the

solution.

If there is one conclusion to be drawn from the array of

cases presented in the OECD studies and synthesized in Stacy

Churchill's overview, it is that language rights (if indeed

they do exist) demand, like liberty, eternal vigilance on the

part of those who would enjoy them, together with a.goodly

reinforcement of political power. States appear to recognize

their obligations to minority languages only when their hands

are forced.

In consequence, the notion of a "right" to instruction in

the language of thehome has becaue attractive. In a number

.of the OECD countries such rights are part of the fundamental

.laws of the land. There they constitute)he sine %A non of

oontiqued existence of the state (vide'(anada and Belgium),

Whose Origins were in the coming together (or the putting

together) of two; grew., neither of whicil was, or is, prepared
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to concede linguistic dominance in the nation as a,Whole tqL
N

the other. But these are not currently the typical cases

which have thrown up in much of BUrape and in North America a.

language rights movement of notable strengthf

As a result of court decisions and administrative lings

in the U. S., linguistic mdnorities, however small, are now

endOwed with the right to haye their Children educated in a

bilingual-bicultural environment in the pdblic schools. (12)

Similarly within each of the member countries of the EUropean

Economic COmmunity, there has been a noticeable trend,

eAbodied in national laws, to accord linguistic Minorities

rights to.education ia their own languages. Sometimes this

has beenwith a view io helping the children eventually to

move over into daminant-language-only education; in other

instances, the emphasis has been more on reinforcement of the 4

min6rity language and culture. In addition, both the EEC and

the Council of Europe have concerned themselvei with policies

for-linguistic minorities at the supra-national level, and

have sought to establiah codes that respect minorities' (and

especially immigrants') rights to instruction in the home

language, at least through the primary grades. What has

emerged in the past 10 to 15 years is a pitchwork of

legislation and regulatioc; embodying either explicit cc

implied answers %.co a set of highly contentious questions:

What are the limito to an individual's claim to be instructed

in the language of bis choice? If sok, for 1104 long, by whom

on What schedule, Ina with What intentiom-transition in short

1 0
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order to instruction in the majority language, maintenance of

the home language, reinforcement of the home language; or

effective bilingualism? Does the State have a duty to support

all the languages spoken by its citizens? If so, what are the

criteria for deciding what ii the appropriate level of support

for each? Are some languages ta be regarded as more egpal

,than others?

Less obvious, but just as impartant, are the questions

that speak to the language rights of the State and the

language Obligations of the individual. Is there a duty to

become bilingual that may fairly be placed on individuals in

'many of the OECD nations*, What claims may a State properly

make on its citizens, to require them to use more than one

language? 417d far is an individual entitled to push his claim

to have -Pie rest of societymarch to his particular language

tune? Is there a limit beyond which it is inappropriate to

push. particularism?

I do nOt believe it is possible to give absolute,

permanent, fixed answers to these questions. Instead, I would

argue that we need to.recognize the importance of two sets of

factors, one diagnoetic'and the other contextual, as guides in

trying to came to terms with the language claims and

counterclaims of millorities and majorities. The first is a

set of broadly sway:Ida considerations, the second is broadly

political.

1 1
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As I read the story ofminorities and their languages in

the OECD countries, I am increasingly convincedvthat rights.

and Obligations in language matters Bor minorities are best

N

establidhed within a framework that takes into account rather

specifically the cost-benefit balance of granting those rights

and assuming those obligations.

My theses here are as follows:

1. Policies adopted to accommodate (or frustrate) the

linguistic and cultural aspirations of minorities impose costs

and yield benefits;

2. These costs and benefits fall on different groups and

individuals in society, so that a terision is Set up between

those who wish to retain (or enhance) their benefits, and

those Who wish to dhed (or diminiSh) their costs;

3. Language policies can be usefully analyzed in such a

cosgs and'benefits framework; even though the actors are

0

rarely able to quantify*.explicitly the costs they bust bear or

the benefit13 they may gain;

4. Unless the cost-benefit context is recognized and

taken into account, policies based On abstract, legalistic

rights and obligations are prone to fail: rights claimed will

be reilisted if their grant and exercise impose 'Unacceptable

costs; obligations will be,accepted willingilKif their

1 2
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benefits are evidently enough to outweigh the perceived costs.

The implication of all this for language policies for

minorities is that neither rights nor'obligations are usefully

viewed as unconditional. They become real and defensible as

they are:

exercised in practice;

exercised in such a minner as, wherever possible, to

A bring benefits rather than costs to the inajority group;

exercised with an eye to reducing costs as mudh as

possible, where net costs rather than net benefits are the

likely outcome.

In this sense a language and its associated culture may

be viewed as a type of property, from which benefits may flow

(a kind of income), but whidh requires the expenditure of

resources (in the form of time, energy, and perhaps forgone

opportunities) to maintain. When a government establishes the

majority's langua§e as the only official language, it may be

regaided as acting to protect and even enhance the value of a

piede of cultural property; when a minority presses a claint

to wider use of its language, it is similarly seeking an

increase in a "property value". However, in both cases costs

may be imposed on other groups (the economist's term is

"externalities")--on the minority in the first case, on the

majority in the second. The critical gpestion then becanes:

to What extent are the gains of one group simply the losses of

13
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another?

If the cost-benefit calculus of minority language policy

is paayed out as a zero-sum game, the stage is set for a

potentially bitter conflict of interests. If however, the

parties are open to the possibility that all can gain from a

pluralistic solution, it may be possible to transcend the

limits of a simple trade-off between, say, the majority

41 -7

group'spcosts and the minority's benefits. (13)

We are already beginning to see a welccme &lift in the

teims of the debate in this direction. Even in the United

States, where a unilingual assimilationist philosophy has been

daminant at least since Wbrld War I, if not before, arguments

citing the benefits rather than the costs of a bilingual

(Englidh-Spanish) society are now occasionally to be beard.

.When the issue of.language rights for minorities comes up

for discussion, minority language speakqrs typically cite two

types of costs. The first is a set of "tedhpical" costs

(crganizational, translation, interpretation, and associated

key-puncbing, printing, and paper cora); the second is a set

of socio-political costs reflecting the fear of a weakened

national purpose and of a divided society and culture. On

qccasion, the two types of costs are seen to merge, as when

the State requires.the military establishment to employ the

dominant language of the country, even When recruits come from

many language groups. Mr example, in the armed forces of

the USSR, the rule is "Russian only" ails the language of

1 4s
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military cammand, even thugh the Soviet Union is a distinctly

multilingual state.)

The "technical" costs are rarely regarded as prdhibitive,

whereas the perceived socio-political costs are ccomonly much

emOhasized. Although we havemany examples of multilingual

states that exhibit considerable naticmal spirit and adhesion

(the Soviet Union, Canada, and Indonesia, to cite only three

countries in widely different circumstances), it would be

*
wrong to dismiss out ok hand the fears of those who see great

costs in terms of national unity flowing from large claims to

linguistic pluralism and cultural particularism. We are no

doubt still experiencing the legacy of the nationalist

*

movements in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,

when language was made to equal nationality, and nationality

made to equal language. (15) It is unlikely that this legacy

will soon be abandoned, yet in EUrope particularly it is under

attack from two sides: from the internal linguistic

minorities Whose rights claims, as noted, are securing

increasing recognition; and from the slpwly but palpably

developing sense of EUropean citizendhip emergingpd6 of the

weltei' of nations and nationalities. Against tea\ideal of a

EUropean citizen even the hine natiOnal languages of the EEC

appear, someWhat ironically perhaps, as themselves parochial

interests, just as the bcst of ethnic dialects and immigrant

languages historically have appeared as parochial interests

vis-a-vis the great national languages.

15
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What mechanism can bring about some reconciliation of

these diverse universalistic and parochial aspirations?

Mediating tructures

Nearly two hundred years ago Edmund Burke raninded his

readers that a democratic state can be as oppressive as an

unconstrained monarch. His caution is sti 1 wz)rth recalling:

In a democracy the majority of citizer is capable
of exercising the mdet cruel oppression upon the
'minority . . . and that oppression of -the
minority will extend to far greater nuMbers, and
will be carried on with muCh greater fury, than

can almost ever be apprehended fram the dominion'

,of a single sceptre. (16)

In modern society the individual is typically caught

between public demands and private allegiances. For

l'erhaps is this tension between public and pdvate worlds

explicit than for linguistic and cultural minorities. Their

situation throws into told relief what for others may be no

more than a muted sense of internal conflict and unease. Many

resolve the tension by outright assimilation to the-majority,

where this is feasible. Cthers, usually fewer by far, opt for

isolation in order to preierve what they have of their cwn

cultural "property". 7Vpically, however, most minority

families and individuals pursue their lives partly in the

majority culture and partly in their cwn.

If the appropriate pUblic policy, stance toward addressing

the needs of linguistic minorities (and indeed of the needs of

the dominant group) is to do so withoat imposing unacceptable ,

16
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1

levels of costs on either group, institutions are needed that

can mediate the gap between the Majority and minority worlds.

Far a discussion of the importance of sudgmediating

institutions I turn to the slim, yet most significant volume

by Peter L. Berger and Richard John Neuhaus, entitled TO

) EMpower People. Their principal thesis goes as follows:

Apr, the individual in modern society, life .is an

ongoing ation betwen Ethe] two spheres, pUblic

and private. The megastructures are typically

alientating, that is, they are not heliNul in

providing meaning and identity for individual

existence. Meaning, fulfillment, and personal
.identity are to be realized in the private sphere

Many who handle Ethe dichotomy] more
successfully thartmoet. have access to institutions

t mediate between the two spheres. Such

ins ituTiZEW have a private face, giving private

life a measure of stability, and they have a
pdblic face, transferring meaning and value to the

megastructares. Thus, mediating structures

alleviate each facet-of the double crisis of

.modern society. Their strategic position derives

from their reducing both'the anamic precariousness

It of individual exiStence in isolation ftma society

and the threat of alienation to the public

order.,(17)

Berger and Neuhaus point to the neighborhood, the family,

the church, and the voltintary association as the significant

mediating structures of our time, and they deplore the

tendency of modern states to pursue policies that undermine

'and weaken theM.

.
Their argument is patently applicable to the relationlhip

of minority language children to their schooli64. TO the

child and his, family, the school system too often Appears ate a

megastructure, offering little in the way of effectioe

choices, alien (in the fullest meaning of the.word) to the

a

17
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immigrant child, and alienating thePthild fran 144 family (as

so many parents fear). The Challenge for polidy is to support

mediating structures in the form of cultural and language

associations hcbby and sports clUbe, and the like (as well as.
N,

the neipbothoodse family, am3. ChurCh), so that While learning

what is needed to negotiate themajority society, minority

language Children have a riCh network of intermediate

institUtions to sustain them. Indeed, wherever minority

groups havebeen successful in estdblishing the principle that

canmonality of national purpose does not have to mean

uniformity of language and culture, this is precisely the

strategy they have followed.

-There is encouraging evidende in the OECD studies that

this lesson is being well learned by many,of the minoriti

language groups. Increasingly it is recognized that

educational policy is by no means simply a matter of school

policy, and that noWhere is this more the case than for

language policy. Society in all its dimensions can offer the

Child (whether of the minority or majority group) a host of

out,of-school occasions to practice and perfect a broad range

of language skills and cultural styles. Hence, the proper

goal of minority language policy Should be to multipay, not

restrict, the options availdble to learne:rs within each

national society.
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